April 2019
Root for Earth with The Goddard School
Root for Earth, our annual celebration of environmental conservation,
has a fresh spin for 2019! From April 1 to April 22, we will focus on
figuring out different ways to reduce the number of single-use plastics we
use in our Schools and in our homes.
On Monday, April 22 at 10:00 AM in each time zone, Goddard Schools will
go dark by turning off all non-essential lighting for one hour. This
signature initiative will save nearly four million watts of energy!
Stop by a Goddard School anytime during Root for Earth to help us
preserve the planet for future generations of young learners!

Gardening with Your Preschooler
Have you found a summer camp program for your child yet? A highquality summer camp often has an outdoor classroom or garden.
Gardening allows your child to learn about biology through fun, hands-on
experiences. Here are a few ways that you can continue the summer
camp fun by gardening with your child at home.

Five Ways You Can Cut Down on Single-Use Plastics at Home
Single-use plastics are everywhere, and it can be challenging to avoid

Energy Savings for a
Healthier Earth
As our children grow, it is
important to teach them to
conserve resources to keep
our planet healthy for
generations to come.
Here are a few ways to
encourage eco-conscious
behavior at home.

using them. Here are five simple ways you can cut back on single-use
plastics at home.

Five Swaps You Can Make for Single-Use Plastics at School
Think globally and act locally by using these five swaps for single-use
plastics at school.

Bento Box Mania
Bento boxes are a fun, creative and, most importantly, planet-friendly
way to pack your child’s lunch. Click here for different lunch options for
your child’s bento box!
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